The Wiener polynomial of a graph G is a generating function for the distance distribution dd(
Introduction
Distance is an important concept in applications of graph theory to computer science, chemistry, and a variety of other fields. Indeed, the literature on the concept is so rich that Buckley and Harary [2] have an entire book dedicated to it. In this paper we explore generating functions for the distance distributions of graphs representing computer networks, although the methods and results may be translated to any setting requiring distance analysis in a network.
If a graph is being used to model a computer network, the distance (or weighted distance) between vertices represents the time required for the corresponding processors to communicate with each other. This concept is useful when estimating timing statistics associated with distributed computing. The statistics generated assume a uniform distribution of message length and frequency, but the results obtained can be useful even when these conditions are only approximately satisfied.
In Sections 2 and 3 of this article, we model several useful classes of computer networks with unweighted graphs and show how to use polynomials to both generate the distance distributions and compute corresponding distance/timing statistics; these network classes arise naturally in distributed computing settings. In Section 4, we introduce and discuss generating functions for weighted distance distributions in weighted graph models of computer networks; these have the form ∈ a q where the exponents in the set need not be integers. In both situations, we show how to generate the appropriate generating functions for classes of networks with varying degrees of subnetwork homogeneity. We also show how to "update" the distance distribution generating functions when a new subnetwork is to be added to an existing network. Section 5 contains concluding remarks. The remainder of this introductory section is devoted to a discussion of the history, definitions and observations relevant to our work. The use of polynomials to generate distance distributions for graphs was first suggested in Hosoya's paper [6] on various counting polynomials in chemistry. Sagan, Yeh and Zhang independently introduced similar polynomials in [8] and explored them in some detail. The inspiration for both papers was work done by Wiener [10] regarding thermodynamic properties of saturated hydrocarbon molecules.
We begin with an introduction and discussion of some terminology and notation, and refer the reader to [2, 3] for terminology not defined herein. All graphs considered in this work are undirected and finite. For an arbitrary pair of vertices u and v in a connected graph G, the distance from u to v is the length of a shortest path (i.e., a geodesic) from u to v. We use d (u, v) to denote the distance from u to v. For a connected graph G, Wiener [10] defined the parameter W (G) = {u,v}⊆V (G) d (u, v) , since called the Wiener index of G; Wiener, who was using graphs to model various hydrocarbon molecules, used this parameter as a measure of "molecular compactness" and a predictor of boiling points in different saturated paraffins. More recent results concerning the Wiener index can be found in [1, 4, 7, 9, 11] . In [8] , Sagan, Yeh and Zhang, defined the Wiener polynomial of a connected graph G, in terms of a parameter q, to be
where the sum is over all unordered pairs {u, v} of distinct vertices in G. This is a slight variation of the Wiener polynomial introduced previously by Hosoya [6] , and studied by Dobrynin [5] ; Hosoya's version includes the constant term |V (G)|, which counts the number of "pairs of vertices at distance 0 from each other." Sagan et al. [8] pointed out that W (G) = W (G; 1), where W (G; 1) is the derivative of W (G; q) with respect to q, evaluated at q = 1. Recalling that the distance distribution of a connected graph G of diameter t is the sequence dd(
where D i is the number of pairs of vertices at distance i from one another, we see that the Wiener polynomial of [10] is the generating function for dd (G) . Taking a suggestion of Andreas Blass, Sagan et al. [8] found it useful to introduce the ordered Wiener polynomial
where, in contrast to the ordinary Wiener polynomial, the sum is over all ordered pairs (u, v) of not necessarily distinct vertices; the constant term in this polynomial is |V (G)|, the sum of all terms of the form q d (u,u) . This polynomial is a generating function for what might be called an ordered distance frequency distribution; i.e., the coefficient of q k in W (G; q) is the number the ordered pairs of vertices at distance k from each other. The Wiener polynomial and the ordered Wiener polynomial are related by the equation
which allows one to compute either of the two polynomials if the other is known. For a variety of classes of graphs, Sagan et al. [8] computed these polynomials. We will frequently use another variant on the Wiener polynomial that was briefly mentioned in [8] : if u is a vertex of a connected graph G, the Wiener polynomial of G relative to u is
We will refer to such a polynomial as a 
Homogeneous articulated networks
By an articulated network, we mean a computer network consisting of a so-called backbone network and a collection of peripheral networks we call perinets. Each perinet has a designated gateway processor and either it shares its gateway processor (and no other processor) with the backbone network or it shares no processor with the backbone network but
its gateway processor is linked to exactly one processor in the backbone. Many computer networks have this form, and many can be viewed as having been recursively constructed by making an initial network, taking that as the backbone of a new articulated network, taking the new articulated network as the backbone of yet another articulated network, etc. If the processors in the perinets of an articulated network are identical and connected in the same network topology, and either each processor of the backbone is the gateway of exactly one perinet or each processor of the backbone is linked to the gateway processor of exactly one perinet, then we say that the network is a homogeneous articulated network. In this section, we introduce two graph products that model homogeneous articulated networks and show how to calculate their Wiener polynomials. 
If G and H are graphs and r is a specified root vertex of H, the articulated product Art[G, (H, r)] is the graph having vertex set V (G) × V (H ) and satisfying the property that two vertices
Our first theorem provides a means for computing the Wiener polynomial of an articulated product.
Theorem 1. If G and H are connected nontrivial graphs, and r is a vertex of H, then
Equivalently, 
as claimed. Using this result and identity (1) given in the introduction, we obtain the equation
We now consider a restricted class of articulated products. Let H be a graph and let r be a specified vertex of H. Let H * (r) denote the graph obtained by adding a single vertex r * to H together with an edge joining r * to r; see Fig. 2a . We define the suspended product Susp [G, (H, r) ] to be the articulated product Art[G, (H * (r), r * )]; see Fig. 2b . The suspended product corresponds to a network having a backbone modeled by the graph G, and |V (G)| identical perinets each modeled by the graph H and having a gateway processor corresponding to the vertex r. Each processor of the backbone network is connected by a single link to the gateway processor of exactly one perinet and each perinet's gateway processor is linked to exactly one processor in the backbone network. 
The key idea in the following derivation of the first statement of (ii) is that the set of 2-element subsets of V (H * (r)) can be partitioned into those 2-sets containing r * and those that do not contain r * . We also use the statement (i) established above:
This proves the first equation of (ii 
To illustrate the utility of these theorems, we will compute the mean distances between vertices in some examples of suspended products formed using several graphs often encountered as models of local area computer networks. Wiener polynomials of the graphs used to form these suspended products are given in the following lemma which we state without proof. Some parts of this lemma are results that are either stated in [8] or follow immediately from results in [8] ; the remaining statements are not difficult to verify. In Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, we use P n , Q n and K 1,n to represent, respectively, the path with n vertices, the n-dimensional hypercube, and the star with n leaves; P m × P n (denoted by some authors as P m P n ) is the cartesian product of the paths P m and P n and will be referred to as the m × n grid. Also, in statement 1 of Lemma 2, we use the standard q-analog of n which is [n] = 1 + q + · · · + q n−1 .
Lemma 2.
For positive integers m and n:
, and if r is an end-vertex of P n , then W r (P n ; q) = [n]; 2. W (P m × P n ; q) = W (P m ; q)W (P n ; q); 3. W (Q n ; q) = 2 n−1 ((1 + q) n − 1), W (Q n ; q) = 2 n (1 + q) n , and if r is any vertex of Q n , then W r (Q n ; q) = (1 + q) n ; 4. W (K 1,n ; q) = nq + (n(n − 1)/2)q 2 and, if r is the center of the star K 1,n , then W r (K 1,n ; q) = 1 + nq. 
Using Theorems
, where r is an end-vertex of P n ,
, where r is the center of K 1,n ,
, where r is an end-vertex of P s ,
, where r is an arbitrary specified vertex of Q s ,
, where r is an arbitrary specified vertex of Q n ,
Nonhomogeneous articulated networks
As mentioned earlier, networks modeled by articulated products or suspended products are termed homogeneous articulated networks. In these networks the perinets are mutually identical, and either each processor of the backbone is the gateway processor of exactly one perinet or each processor of the backbone is linked to the gateway processor of exactly one perinet. In practice, of course, not all articulated networks are homogeneous. An articulated network need not have a perinet dedicated to each processor in the backbone network and/or different perinets might have different topologies. In this section, we consider these nonhomogeneous articulated networks.
Let G and H be connected graphs, and let r be a specified vertex of H. Furthermore, let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a nonempty subset of V (G), let H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n be graphs isomorphic to H, and, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let r i be a vertex of H i that corresponds to r. We define Paste[(G, X), (H, r) ] to be the graph obtained by identifying x i with r i (as a single vertex) for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Also, we define Link[(G, X), (H, r) ] to be the graph obtained by joining x i to r i with an edge for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. These graphs are subgraphs of Art [ [(G, V (G)), (H, r) In the Wiener polynomial of G restricted to X, the constant term is 0 and the coefficient of q is the number of edges in the subgraph of G induced by X; the exponents d (u,v) are distances in G. The constant term of the Wiener polynomial of G relative to X is |X|. 
G, (H, r)] and Susp[G, (H, r)], respectively, and Art[G, (H, r)] = Paste[(G, V (G)), (H, r)], while Susp[G, (H, r)] = Link

Theorem 3. Let G and H be connected graphs, let
X = {x 1 , x 2 , .
. . , x n } be a nonempty subset of V (G), and let r be a specified vertex of H. Then
W (Paste[(G, X), (H, r)]) = W (G; q)
Proof. We first obtain the Wiener polynomial of Paste[(G, X), (H, r)].
In the following derivation, we use several facts. The first is that for each pair of distinct vertices in Paste [(G, X) , (H, r)], exactly one of the following is true: (i) both vertices belong to G; (ii) exactly one vertex of the pair is in G; (iii) for some distinct indices i and j, one vertex is in H i , the other is in H j , and neither is in G; (iv) for some index i, both vertices are in H i and neither is in G.
Using this fact, the sum that defines W (Paste[(G, X), (H, r)]
; q) will be broken into four sums. In order to transform these four sums into more meaningful expressions, we will use the facts that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have x i = r i ,
W (H i ; q) = W (H ; q) and W r i (H i ; q) = W r (H ; q)
. We now proceed with the derivation.
W (Paste[(G, X), (H, r)]; q) = {u,v}⊆V (P aste[(G,X),(H,r)])
q d(u,v) = {u,v}⊆V (G) q d(u,v) + n i=1 u∈V (G) v∈V (H i ) v =r i q d(u,v) + 1 i<j n u∈V (H i ) u =r i v∈V (H j ) v =r j q d(u,v) + n i=1 {u,v}⊆V (H i )\{r i } q d(u,v) = W (G; q) + n i=1 u∈V (G) v∈V (H i ) v =r i q d(u,x i )+d(r i ,v) + 1 i<j n u∈V (H i ) u =r i v∈V (H j ) v =r j q d(u,r i )+d(x i ,x j )+d(r j ,v) + n i=1 [W (H i ; q) − W r i (H i ; q) + 1] = W (G; q) + n i=1 u∈V (G) q d(u,x i ) v∈V (H i ) v =r i q d(r i ,v) + 1 i<j n q d(x i ,x j ) u∈V (H i ) u =r i q d(u,r i ) v∈V (H j ) v =r j q d(r j ,v) + n[W (H ; q) − W r (H ; q) + 1] = W (G; q) + n i=1 u∈V (G) q d(x i ,u) [W r i (H i ; q) − 1] + 1 i<j n q d(x i ,x j ) [W r i (H i ; q) − 1][W r j (H j ; q) − 1] + n[W (H ; q) − W r (H ; q) + 1] = W (G; q) + ⎡ ⎣ n i=1 u∈V (G) q d(x i ,u) ⎤ ⎦ [W r (H ; q) − 1] + W (G|X; q)(W r (H ; q) − 1) 2 + n[W (H ; q) − W r (H ; q) + 1] = W (G; q) + W X (G; q)(W r (H ; q) − 1) + W (G|X; q)(W r (H ; q) − 1) 2 + n[W (H ; q) − W r (H ; q) + 1].
To prove the identity involving the Wiener polynomial W (Link[(G, X), (H, r)]; q), we recall that Paste[(G, X), (H * (r), r * )] = Link[(G, X), (H, r)], use the identity just proved to compute W (Paste[(G, X), (H * (r), r * )]; q), and apply Lemma 1 to eliminate references to W r * (H * (r); q) and W (H * (r); q).
If X=V (G), then W X (G; q)=W (G; q)=2W (G; q)+|V (G)| and W (G|X; q)=W (G; q)
. Using these observations we can obtain Theorems 1 and 2 as corollaries of Theorem 3. At the other extreme for the size of X, we see that if X contains only one vertex, say x, then W X (G; q) = W x (G; q) and W (G|X; q) = 0, and we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let G and H be connected graphs, let x be a vertex of G, and let r be a specified vertex of H. (i) If F is the graph obtained from G and H by identifying the vertices x and r as a single vertex
(
ii) If J is the graph obtained from G and H by adding a single edge from x to r, (i.e., if J = Link[(G, {x}), (H, r)], then
W (J ; q) = W (G; q) + qW x (G; q)W r (H ; q) + W (H ; q).
The preceding corollary can be used repeatedly to find the distance distributions of arbitrary articulated networks that are constructed by linking one perinet at a time to an existing articulated network. In effect, this allows one to both preview and update the distance distribution generating functions when a new perinet is to be added to an existing network. More generally, if a network can be constructed by a finite sequence of Paste and Link operations, then Theorem 3 and/or Corollary 2 can be used repeatedly to find the Wiener polynomial of the network.
Generalizing the Wiener polynomials to weighted graphs
In mathematical modeling, graphs with positive edge weights are often useful. For example, if a graph G models a computer network, the weight on an edge may represent the time required to send a message of unit length along that edge. Similarly, the sum of the weights on the edges of a path represents the time required to send a unit length message along the path. It seems natural then to generalize the polynomials discussed in previous sections to the weighted graph setting. Further support for such a generalization is given by the fact that a Wiener index for weighted graphs has been studied in [7, 4, 9, 11] in relation to chemical graph theory.
For weighted graphs, we define the weight of a path to be the sum of the weights on the path's edges. A path of minimum weight from a vertex u to a vertex v (lying in a common component of the graph) will be called a u.v weight-geodesic; its weight is termed the weighted distance from u to v and denoted by wd (u, v) . We will find it convenient to reserve the notation d Relative weighted distance frequency functions can be easily found for specific graphs by employing Dijkstra's algorithm. Also, in a manner similar to the methods used to obtain Facts 1 and 2, we can use standard elementary probability arguments to obtain the following facts about weighted distance statistics for connected weighted graphs; these are the weighted analogues to Facts 1 and 2 that were stated earlier. 
As one would expect, many of the theorems, corollaries and lemmas of the preceding sections have analogues for weighted graphs. For each such result, the proof of the analogue is very similar to the proof of the corresponding statement for unweighted graphs, so we omit the proofs. For example, by making minor changes in the proof of Theorem 1 to account for weighted distances, we can obtain the following result that is analogous to Theorem 1. As a corollary to this theorem, we have an analogue to Corollary 2. Its proof follows immediately from the previous theorem and the observations that if X contains only one vertex, say x, then wW X (G; q) = wW x (G; q) and wW (G|X; q) = 0. Consequently, a weighted Wiener function (and variants) of a uniformly weighted graph can be easily computed if the corresponding (unweighted) polynomial is known; e.g., if each edge of the n-dimensional hypercube has weight c, then, wW (Q n ; q) = W (Q n ; q c ) = 2 n (1 + q c ) n . Furthermore, each of Theorems 4, 5 and 6 can be modified to a slightly simpler form in the cases when one or both of the connected weighted graphs G and H are uniformly weighted. As an illustration, we state the following corollary to Theorem 5. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a relatively simple and useful way, via generating functions, to find and store distance distributions for graphs modeling the very large class of computer networks we call articulated networks. By assigning appropriate weights to the edges of the graph modeling an articulated network and using these generating function methods with a symbolic computation engine, one can quickly generate data and statistics related to the communication time between distinct processors during distributed computing. In this manner, the generating function approach can be used as a design and analysis tool for large articulated networks. These methods are especially simple when the articulated networks are homogeneous and/or when the backbone and the perinets are modeled by distance transitive graphs with uniformly weighted edges. The authors are currently preparing a paper in which properties of the Wiener functions are exploited to analyze existing networks and design new networks. We will also present new results of special interest to computer scientists.
